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The Rise of Victorian Caricature Nov 24 2019 This book serves
as a retrieval and reevaluation of a rich haul of comic caricatures
from the turbulent years between the Reform Bill crisis of the
early 1830s and the rise and fall of Chartism in the 1840s. With a
telling selection of illustrations, this book deploys the techniques
of close reading and political contextualization to demonstrate the
aesthetic and ideological clout of a neglected tranche of satirical
prints and periodicals dismissed as ineffectual by historians or
distasteful by contemporaries. The prime exhibits are the work of
Robert Seymour and C.J. Grant giving acerbic comic edge to the
case for reform against class and state oppression and the
excesses of the monarchical regime under the young Queen
Victoria.
Managing Organizations for Sustainable Development in
Emerging Countries Nov 17 2021 Managing Organizations for
Sustainable Development in Emerging Countries focuses on the
main challenges and opportunities of managing firms and
emerging economies in the light of sustainable development. One
of the key questions of sustainable development is how
organizations from developing countries are achieving their
economic goals while considering, simultaneously, environmental
issues like conservation of natural resources, eco-efficiency,
biodiversity conservation, and climate-change mitigation. These
questions are relevant for government, industry, and urban
sustainability. However, in the modern literature that discusses
organizational management for sustainable development, few
studies focus on the reality of organizations from emerging
countries. Moreover, changing environmental legislation in
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organizational managers. In this context, this book may
contribute to organizational management in the search for more
sustainable organizations, as well as deal with the challenges of
managing organizations in the context of increased social
problems, degradation of natural resources, loss of biodiversity,
and climate change. This book was published as a special issue of
the International Journal of Sustainable Development & World
Ecology.
Post-colonial struggles for a democratic Southern Africa
Mar 09 2021 National liberation, one of the grand narratives of
the twentieth century, has left a weighty legacy of unfulfilled
dreams. This book explores the ongoing struggle for legitimate,
accountable political leaders in postcolonial Southern Africa,
focussing on dilemmas arising when ex-liberation movements
form the governments. While the spread of multi-party democracy
to most countries in the region is to be celebrated, democratic
practice often has been superficial - a limited, elitist politics that
relies on the symbols of the liberation struggle to legitimate de
facto one-party rule and authoritarian practices. Using country
cases from Tanzania, Swaziland, Zimbabwe, South Africa and
Zambia, the collection explores three subthemes relevant to
postcolonial governance in Southern Africa: how the struggle for
liberation shapes the character of political transformation, the
nature of rule in one-party dominant states headed by former
liberation movements, and the processes of governance and
resistance in post-liberation contexts. This book was published as
a special issue of the Journal of Contemporary African Studies.
Being and Becoming European in Poland Aug 22 2019
Overthrowing communism in 1989 and joining the European
Union in 2004, the Polish people hold loyalties to region, country
and now continent – even as the definition of what it means to be
‘European’ remains unclear. Paying particular attention to those
who came of age in the earliest years of the neoliberal and
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narratives of rural and urban southern Poles to reveal how ‘being
European’ is considered a fundamental component of ‘being
Polish’ while participants are simultaneously ‘becoming
European’. Ultimately, this study demonstrates how the EU is
regarded as both an idea and an instrument, and how ordinary
citizens make choices that influence the shape of European
identity and the legitimacy of its institutions.
Contemporary Challenges for Religious and Spiritual
Education Feb 26 2020 From being on the margins of scholarly
debate for much of the past century and a half, religion is being
recognized once again as an area of concern for scholars,
politicians, and public policy makers, and thus, the role of
religious and spiritual education has taken on a new importance.
Apart from its socio-political ramifications, the place of
religiousness and spirituality in the make-up of individuals has
been given renewed prominence through updated brain science,
and neuroscientists regularly refer to elements of this brain
science in terms such as spiritual intelligence and even mystical
consciousness. This book explores many of the new directions
being taken in the field of religious and spiritual education, as
new developments challenge the priorities of formal education,
and open up new avenues for incorporating religion and
spirituality into the modern curriculum. It asks whether the
educational aims of teachers should be focused on specifically
personal development, or whether religious education should be
used to develop understanding of more global and social issues
such as citizenship, conflict, and ethics. The book also addresses
neuroscientific insights, which suggest a need to engage with
cognition and emotion in order to create a rich learning
environment, something to which a particularly contested subject
area like religion and spirituality is well-placed to contribute. This
book was originally published as a special issue of the Journal of
Beliefs & Values.
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Supervision in the Hospitality Industry, Ninth Edition, is a
comprehensive primer designed for beginning leaders, new
supervisors promoted from an hourly job, and students planning
for careers in the hospitality industry. Covering each essential
aspect of first-line supervision, this market-leading textbook helps
readers develop the practical skills and knowledge necessary for
effectively supervising hospitality workers at all levels of an
organization, including cooks, servers, bartenders, front desk
clerks, porters, housekeepers, and janitorial staff. Topics include
planning and organizing, communication, recruitment and team
building, employee training, performance effectiveness, conflict
management, and more. The text's unique approach to leading
human resources — combining fundamental leadership theory
and the firsthand expertise of hospital industry professionals —
enables readers to master concrete, results-driven leadership
methods and overcome the everyday challenges faced in the real
world. Principles of good leadership and supervision are
presented in clear, easy-to-understand language and are
reinforced by numerous examples, case studies, discussion
questions, and activities. The ninth edition of Supervision in the
Hospitality Industry remains the ideal text for students and
practitioners alike, delivering a basic yet comprehensive
knowledge of the different elements of the supervisor's job while
helping develop the leadership qualities needed to succeed as a
hospitality professional.
The Mystery of the Shemitah Aug 14 2021 Offers an
exploration of a three-thousand-year-old mystery that is
purported to foresee the future of America and the world, with
explanations of how this secret mystery has foretold major events
in recent history.
Bisexuality in Education Mar 29 2020 Although many schools
and educational systems, from elementary to tertiary level, state
that they endorse anti-homophobic policies, pedagogies and
programs, there appears to be an absence of educationDownload
about, File
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and affirmation of, bisexuality and minimal specific attention paid
to bi-phobia. Bisexuality appears to be falling into the gap
between the binary of heterosexuality and homosexuality that
informs anti-homophobic policies, programs, and practices in
schools initiatives such as health education, sexuality education,
and student welfare. These erasures and exclusions leave bisexual
students, family members and educators feeling silenced and
invisibilized within school communities. Also absent is attention
to intersectionality, or how indigeneity, gender, class, ethnicity,
rurality and age interweave with bisexuality. Indeed, as much
research has shown, erasure, exclusion, and the absence of
intersectionality have been considered major factors in bisexual
young people, family members and educators in school
communities experiencing worse mental, emotional, sexual and
social health than their homosexual or heterosexual counterparts.
This book is the first of its kind, providing an international
collection of empirical research, theory and critical analysis of
existing educational resources relating to bisexuality in
education. Each chapter addresses three significant issues in
relation to bisexuality and schooling: erasure, exclusion, and the
absence of intersectionality. From indigenous to rural schools,
from tertiary campuses to elementary schools, from films to
picture books as curriculum resources, from educational theory to
the health and wellbeing of bisexual students, this book’s
contributors share their experiences, expertise and ongoing
questions. This book was originally published as a special issue of
the Journal of Bisexuality.
English Pronunciation for Speakers of Spanish Jan 19 2022
English Pronunciation for Speakers of Spanish fills a gaping hole
in the market for books on English phonetics and pronunciation
because it not only combines theoretical issues and applications
to practice, but it also adopts a contrastive English-Spanish
approach to better suit the needs of Spanish-speaking learners of
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knowledge gained in each chapter. The book covers the key
concepts of English phonetics and phonology in seven chapters
written in an accessible and engaging style: 1. Phonetics and
Phonology 2. The Production and Classification of Speech Sounds
3. Vowels and Glides 4. Consonants 5. Segment Dynamics:
Aspects of Connected Speech 6. Beyond the Segment: Stress and
Intonation 7. Predicting Pronunciation from Spelling (and vice
versa) Features: in-text audio illustrations, as well as over a
hundred written and audio exercises with corresponding keys and
different kinds of artwork (Tables, Figures, illustrations,
spectrograms, etc.) classic readings in the discipline in the
Further Reading section of each chapter highlights the phonetic
contrasts and specific cues that are more important to aid
comprehension in English and offers guidelines on "correct"
pronunciation habits to help SSLE sound as close as possible to
native English The book's companion website, EPSS Multimedia
Lab, can be used on computers, smartphones and tablets, and is
useful for the self-taught student and the busy lecturer alike.
Features of the website: a complete sound bank defining and
illustrating the sounds of English RP as compared with those of
Peninsular Spanish written definitions and animated diagrams,
videos and original recordings (by native speakers of English and
Spanish) showing the articulation of each sound, alongside its
most common spellings, as well as pronunciation practice for
individual words and whole sentences a comprehensive selection
of over a hundred written and audio exercises (with their keys)
for practice both at home or in the language lab audio files
corresponding to the audio illustrations given in the written book
a repository of useful resources by topics and a list of online
glossaries and pronunciation dictionaries
The Cunning of Uncertainty Sep 22 2019 Uncertainty is
interwoven into human existence. It is a powerful incentive in the
search for knowledge and an inherent component of scientific
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uncertainty. We make promises, manage risks and make
predictions to try to clear the mists and predict ahead. But the
future is inherently uncertain - and the mist that shrouds our path
an inherent part of our journey. The burning question is whether
our societies can face up to uncertainty, learn to embrace it and
whether we can open up to a constantly evolving future. In this
new book, Helga Nowotny shows how research can thrive at the
cusp of uncertainty. Science, she argues, can eventually
transform uncertainty into certainty, but into certainty which
remains always provisional. Uncertainty is never completely
static. It is constantly evolving. It encompasses geological time
scales and, at the level of human experience, split-second changes
as cells divide. Life and death decisions are taken in the blink of
the eye, while human interactions with the natural environment
may reveal their impact over millennia. Uncertainty is cunning. It
appears at unexpected moments, it shuns the straight line, takes
the oblique route and sometimes the unexpected short-cut. As we
acknowledge the cunning of uncertainty, its threats retreat. We
accept that any scientific inquiry must produce results that are
provisional and uncertain. This message is vital for politicians and
policy-makers: do not be tempted by small, short-term,
controllable gains to the exclusion of uncertain, high-gain
opportunities. Wide-ranging in its use of examples and enriched
by the author’s experience as President of the European Research
Council, one of the world’s leading funding organisations for
fundamental research. The Cunning of Uncertainty is a must-read
for students and scholars of all disciplines, politicians, policymakers and anyone concerned with the fundamental role of
knowledge and science in our societies today.
Pages Of Me: Chapter 7 Aug 26 2022 These three people, was the
most important people in my life. And also in the life of , my two
sons. I'm learning, how to trust God, through all my heart ache
and pain. I hope this book, will encourage others to still trust in
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novel is dedicated to my son dad and both of my parents.
Robotics: From Automatons to the Roomba Apr 22 2022 This
title presents the history of robotics. Vivid text details how early
mechanical automatons led to the advanced, intelligent robots of
today. It also puts a spotlight on the brilliant scientists who made
these advances possible. Useful sidebars, rich images, and a
glossary help readers understand the science and its importance.
Maps and diagrams provide context for critical discoveries in the
field. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Essential Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a
division of ABDO.
Informational Texts in Pre-Kindergarten through Grade-Three
Classrooms Oct 04 2020 The focus of this book is the inclusion of
informational texts in primary-grade teaching and learning. Each
chapter references particular Common Core State Standards that
are connected to the chapter and includes techniques to aid
students in obtaining mastery of the Standards.
The Lifework and Legacy of Iona and Peter Opie May 31
2020 Iona and Peter Opie were twentieth-century pioneers. Their
research and writing focused on the folklore of British children –
their games, rhymes, riddles, secret languages and every variety
of the traditions and inventions of the children’s collective
physical and verbal play. Such closely observed, respectful, goodhumoured and historically attuned writing about the traditions of
childhood was a revelation to English-language readers around
the world. Their numerous books were a rare phenomenon: they
attracted a popular readership far beyond the professional and
academic communities. For those who work with children, their
collaborative research was a powerful influence in confirming the
immense capacities of the young for cooperation, conservation,
invention and imagination. Their books challenged – then and
now – the bleak and limited view of children which focuses on
their smallness, ignorance and powerlessness. The writers in this
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varied topography of children's play, from different countries and
different perspectives. Their research is vivid and challenging;
that is, as it should be, in the tradition of the Opies. This book was
originally published as a special issue of the International Journal
of Play.
Revisiting Integrated Water Resources Management Sep 03 2020
The book includes seventeen excellent researched and
documented papers that reflect the diversity of thought, ideas and
experiences related to IWRM. They draw from an extensive,
inclusive and geographically representative range of theoretical
propositions and practical examples. These include the
implementation status of the IWRM concept at local, basin,
regional and national levels; its appropriateness for the twentyfirst century; main implementation gaps from the institutional,
legal, policy, governance, management and technical viewpoints;
the likelihood that IWRM’s entrenchment in laws, regulations and
policies has led to smoother implementation and the reasons why
that has been the case; reflexions on whether the attention given
to IWRM is pushing other alternatives to the policy periphery;
and the new conceptual constructions that can be put forward for
discussion in the international arena. For the development and
water communities it is imperative to debate and reach towards
more illustrative conclusions regarding whether the promotion of
the IWRM concept and its actual implementation status have
been beneficial for development and how the notion could evolve
to achieve this end. In-depth objective and constructive
discussions, arguments, proposals and ideas are put forward for
analysis by all interested parties. The book has the objective of
fostering scholarly exchange, encouraging intellectual debate and
promoting the advancement of knowledge and understanding of
IWRM as a concept, as a goal per se and as a strategy towards
development goals. This book was published as a special issue of
the International Journal of Water Resources Development.
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A Message From the Other Side Nov 05 2020 When Catherine
moves several hundred miles away from her sister, Helen says,
‘Phone calls aren’t enough’, but they make it easier to edit the
truth. Helen can dismiss Gilbert and his enchanted Factory as
‘weird’ when she’s never met him, and Catherine think Helen
foolish for loving the unreliable and dangerous Joe. Neither sees
the perils concealed in what they have not told each other, or
guesses at the sinister connection between their separate lives. A
Message from the Other Side is a novel about love and marriage,
but even more about hatred and the damage people do to each
other in the most ordinary of families.
Pioneers, Hidden Champions, Changemakers, and
Underdogs Jan 07 2021 An insider's view of China's under-theradar, globally competitive innovators. Chinese innovators are
making their mark globally. Not only do such giants as Alibaba
and Huawei continue to thrive and grow through innovation,
thousands of younger Chinese entrepreneurs are poised to enter
the global marketplace. In this book, Mark Greeven, George Yip,
and Wei Wei offer an insider's view of China's under-the-radar,
globally competitive innovators. The authors, all experts on
Chinese innovation, distinguish four types of innovators in China:
pioneers, large companies that are globally known; hidden
champions, midsize enterprises that are market leaders in their
niches; underdogs, technology-driven ventures with significant
intellectual property; and changemakers, newer firms
characterized by digital disruption, exponential growth, and
cross-industry innovations. They investigate what kinds of
innovations these companies develop (product, process, or
business model), their competitive strategies, and key drivers of
innovation. They identify six typical ways Chinese entrepreneurs
innovate, including swarm innovation (collectively pursuing
opportunities) and rapid centralized decision making. Finally,
they look at how Chinese innovators are going global, whether
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business models. The book includes many examples of Chinese
innovators and innovations, drawn from a range of
companies—from pioneers to changemakers—including Alibaba,
Haier, Hikvision, Malong Technology, Weihua Solar, Mobike, and
Cheetah Mobile. Greeven, Yip, and Wei offer an essential guide to
what makes China a heavyweight competitor in the global
marketplace.
Communicating Science Effectively Feb 20 2022 Science and
technology are embedded in virtually every aspect of modern life.
As a result, people face an increasing need to integrate
information from science with their personal values and other
considerations as they make important life decisions about
medical care, the safety of foods, what to do about climate
change, and many other issues. Communicating science
effectively, however, is a complex task and an acquired skill.
Moreover, the approaches to communicating science that will be
most effective for specific audiences and circumstances are not
obvious. Fortunately, there is an expanding science base from
diverse disciplines that can support science communicators in
making these determinations. Communicating Science Effectively
offers a research agenda for science communicators and
researchers seeking to apply this research and fill gaps in
knowledge about how to communicate effectively about science,
focusing in particular on issues that are contentious in the public
sphere. To inform this research agenda, this publication identifies
important influences â€" psychological, economic, political,
social, cultural, and media-related â€" on how science related to
such issues is understood, perceived, and used.
Bankruptcy Code Jun 19 2019
Up to Heaven and Down to Hell Oct 16 2021 A riveting portrait of
a rural Pennsylvania town at the center of the fracking
controversy Shale gas extraction—commonly known as
fracking—is often portrayed as an energy revolution that will
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Williamsport, Pennsylvania, fracking is personal. Up to Heaven
and Down to Hell is a vivid and sometimes heartbreaking account
of what happens when one of the most momentous decisions
about the well-being of our communities and our planet—whether
or not to extract shale gas and oil from the very land beneath our
feet—is largely a private choice that millions of ordinary people
make without the public's consent. The United States is the only
country in the world where property rights commonly extend "up
to heaven and down to hell," which means that landowners have
the exclusive right to lease their subsurface mineral estates to
petroleum companies. Colin Jerolmack spent eight months living
with rural communities outside of Williamsport as they confronted
the tension between property rights and the commonwealth. In
this deeply intimate book, he reveals how the decision to lease
brings financial rewards but can also cause irreparable harm to
neighbors, to communal resources like air and water, and even to
oneself. Up to Heaven and Down to Hell casts America’s ideas
about freedom and property rights in a troubling new light,
revealing how your personal choices can undermine your
neighbors’ liberty, and how the exercise of individual rights can
bring unintended environmental consequences for us all.
Reason and Religion Dec 18 2021 Religion is relevant to all of us,
whether we are believers or not. This book concerns two
interrelated topics. First, how probable is God's existence? Should
we not conclude that all divinities are human inventions? Second,
what are the mental and social functions of endorsing religious
beliefs? The answers to these questions are interdependent. If a
religious belief were true, the fact that humans hold it might be
explained by describing how its truth was discovered. If all
religious beliefs are false, a different explanation is required. In
this provocative book Herman Philipse combines philosophical
investigations concerning the truth of religious convictions with
empirical research on the origins and functions of religious
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genesis of monotheisms out of polytheisms, how to explain Saul's
conversion to Jesus, and whether any apologetic strategy of
Christian philosophers is convincing. Universal atheism is the
final conclusion.
International Farm Animal, Wildlife and Food Safety Law May 23
2022 This volume is an inspiring and breakthrough piece of
academic scholarship and the first of its kind featuring a
comprehensive reader-friendly approach to teach the intricacies
of the various aspects of international farm animal, wildlife
conservation, food safety and environmental protection law. The
selected focus areas are grouped in sections, such as
agrobiodiversity, fishing and aquaculture, pollinators and
pesticides, soil management, industrial animal production and
transportation, and international food trade. Farm animal
welfare, environmental protection, biodiversity conservation, and
food safety are the core of the selected chapters. Every chapter
provides real-world examples to make the complex field easy to
understand. With its systematic approach, this book is devoted to
anyone interested in the subject, becomes a valuable resource for
professionals working in food regulation, and provides a solid
foundation for courses and master’s programs in animal law,
environmental policy, food and agriculture law, and regulation of
these subjects around the world. Through its emphasis on
sustainable food production, this work offers a cutting-edge
selection of evolving topics at the heart of the pertinent
discourse. As one of its highlights, this books also provides “Tools
for Change,” a unique compilation and analysis of laws from the
major farm animal product trading nations. With these tools,
practitioners, advocates, policy makers and other state-holders
are equipped with information to start work toward improving
farm animal welfare, wildlife conservation, and food safety
through the use of law and policy.
Patient Safety and Quality Improvement in Healthcare Jul 13
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and techniques on how to operationalize much of the theoretical
underpinnings of hospital quality and safety. Written and edited
by leaders in healthcare, education, and engineering, these 22
chapters provide insights as to where the field of improvement
and safety science is with regards to the views and aspirations of
healthcare advocates and patients. Each chapter also includes
vignettes to further solidify the theoretical underpinnings and
drive home learning. End of chapter commentary by the editors
highlight important concepts and connections between various
chapters in the text. Patient Safety and Quality Improvement in
Healthcare: A Case-Based Approach presents a novel approach
towards hospital safety and quality with the goal to help
healthcare providers reach zero harm within their organizations.
How to File for Chapter 7 Bankruptcy Sep 27 2022 Want to
enjoy a debt-free life? Help is here. You don’t have to struggle
with burdensome debt. By filing for Chapter 7, relief can be yours
in as few as four months. How to File for Chapter 7 Bankruptcy
explains the bankruptcy process in easy-to-understand language,
including: whether you’ll qualify for a Chapter 7 discharge the
debts that get wiped out in Chapter 7 the property you’ll be able
to keep, and how to retain a home or car. Once you’re ready to
file, you’ll use the step-by-step instructions to: complete the
official bankruptcy court forms prepare for the meeting of
creditors (the one appearance you’ll make) file your debtor
education course certificates, and rebuild your credit after
receiving your fresh start. With Downloadable Worksheets and
Sample Forms Get more than 40 additional resources, including
samples of completed bankruptcy forms, fillable financial
worksheets, current income and exemption charts, motions, and
more.
The Euro Experiment Aug 02 2020 A clear, analytical and
balanced guide to the euro experiment and subsequent crisis that
will appeal to a wide readership.
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laws help capitalism maintain a crucial balance between
competition and monopoly. When monopolistic forces dominate,
antitrust law discourages the growth of corporations and restores
competitiveness. When competition becomes dominant,
intellectual property law protects corporate assets and
encourages investment.
Secret, Chapter 7 Jul 25 2022 With one of the student's sin
brought to light, the remaining survivors recall Mitomo-sensei's
ultimatum and grow ever more suspicious of each other. Can
there really be two more murderers hiding in their midst?
Meanwhile, Odzu regains consciousness and some disturbing
clarity regarding his memories of the accident, of the person he
saw with the bloodstained hands... Read the next installment of
Yoshiki Tonogai's masterpiece suspense manga simultaneously
with its Japanese release!
Food Hygiene and Applied Food Microbiology in an
Anthropological Cross Cultural Perspective Sep 15 2021 The book
demonstrates that food safety is a multidisciplinary scientific
discipline that is specifically designed to prevent foodborne
illness to consumers. It is generally assumed to be an axiom by
both nonprofessionals and professionals alike, that the most
developed countries, through their intricate and complex
standards, formal trainings and inspections, are always capable of
providing much safer food items and beverages to consumers as
opposed to the lesser developed countries and regions of the
world. Clearly, the available data regarding the morbidity and the
mortality in different areas of the world confirms that in
developing countries, the prevalence and the incidence of
presumptive foodborne illness is much greater. However, other
factors need to be taken into consideration in this overall picture:
First of all, one of the key issues in developing countries appears
to be the availability of safe drinking water, a key element in any
food safety strategy. Second, the availability of healthcare
Download
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world makes the consequences of foodborne illness much more
important and life threatening in lesser developed countries than
in most developed countries. It would be therefore ethnocentric
and rather simplistic to state that the margin of improvement in
food safety is only directly proportional to the level of
development of the society or to the level of complexity of any
given national or international standard. Besides standards and
regulations, humans as a whole have evolved and adapted
different strategies to provide and to ensure food and water
safety according to their cultural and historical backgrounds. Our
goal is to discuss and to compare these strategies in a crosscultural and technical approach, according to the realities of
different socio-economic, ethnical and social heritages.
Smart Computing Applications in Crowdfunding Apr 10 2021
The book focuses on smart computing for crowdfunding usage,
looking at the crowdfunding landscape, e.g., reward-, donation-,
equity-, P2P-based and the crowdfunding ecosystem, e.g.,
regulator, asker, backer, investor, and operator. The increased
complexity of fund raising scenario, driven by the broad economic
environment as well as the need for using alternative funding
sources, has sparked research in smart computing techniques.
Covering a wide range of detailed topics, the authors of this book
offer an outstanding overview of the current state of the art;
providing deep insights into smart computing methods, tools, and
their applications in crowdfunding; exploring the importance of
smart analysis, prediction, and decision-making within the fintech
industry. This book is intended to be an authoritative and valuable
resource for professional practitioners and researchers alike, as
well as finance engineering, and computer science students who
are interested in crowdfunding and other emerging fintech topics.
Primates in Flooded Habitats Jul 21 2019 Nearly half the world's
primate species use flooded habitats at one time or another, from
swamp-going Congo gorillas and mangrove-eating proboscis
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volume on the subject brings together experts from around the
world in a ground breaking volume spanning fossil history,
current biology and future research and conservation priorities.
Flooded habitats are a vital part of tropical biology, both for the
diversity of the species they house, and the complexity of their
ecological interactions, but are often completely overlooked. This
book will set the stage for a new wave of research on primates in
these extraordinarily productive and highly threatened areas, and
is ideal for researchers and graduate students in primatology,
zoology, ecology, and conservation.
Contemporary Russian Cinema Dec 26 2019 Analysing films by
established directors such as Sokurov and Zel'dovich, as well as
lesser-known filmmakers like Balabanov and Kalatozishvili, this
book explores the particular style of film presentation that has
emerged in Russia since 2000, characterised by its use of highly
abstract concepts and visual language.
Recognition, Conflict and the Problem of Global Ethical
Community Feb 08 2021 Recognition is a fundamental aspect of
all social interactions; between individuals, groups, local
communities and sovereign states. Recognition refers to those
sociological processes whereby two or more entities (such as
states), groups (such as ethnic or cultural communities) or
individuals interact with one another and come to understand
themselves, and the other, as mutually free individuals: as social
agents whose identities, interests and outlooks are equally bound
together. Without the foundational act of recognition, relations
can become unequal and antagonistic, leading to social
pathologies, denigration and even open conflict. This volume
brings together leading international scholars of recognition
theory in world politics to discuss the potential for recognition to
pacify relations between states, groups and individuals and to
develop recognition processes in the global community. It
examines the implications of recognition theory in helping to
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forging a form of global ethical community. This book was
published as a special issue of Global Discourse.
Void's Enigmatic Mansion Oct 28 2022 What if your greatest
wish could be granted? The enigmatic mansion on 6 Roland
Street belongs to one Mr. Void, who resides on the seventh floor.
Unbeknownst to the rest of the tenants in Void's mansion, their
greatest wishes could be granted. And as the stories of the
residents intertwine, they soon learn that what they desire is not
always what is best... The tale of the lovers living on the third
floor of Mr. Void's manor begins to unfold. What is it that the
servant, Adolf, wishes for? And what is true nature of his
relationship with Lady Mari?
Legal Accountability and Britain's Wars 2000-2015 May 11
2021 This book discusses the manner in which Britain’s wars,
which took place between 2000 and 2015, have interacted with
the relevant principles of international law and English law for
the purpose, primarily, of considering legal accountability. During
a debate in the House of Lords in 2005 a former Chief of the
Defence Staff commented that ‘the Armed Forces are under legal
siege.’ The book will discuss the major legal issues which have
arisen, ranging from the various votes in Parliament to go to war,
the constitutional relationship between ministers and senior
commanders, the right under international law to use force, the
influence of human rights law, the role of the courts in England
(including the coroners’ courts), to the legal regime applying to
the conduct of UK military operations. It will assess critically
whether the armed forces will now have to accept that operations
conducted outside the UK are subject to greater legal scrutiny
than previously and whether, if this is the case, it is likely to
hinder their future military activities. This book will be of great
interest to scholars of international law, the law of armed conflict,
military studies and international relations, as well as to those
with a professional or other interest in the subject matter.
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Literacy presents an interesting range of literacy-related topics
which address issues of current importance to early years
practice and, in places, question current thinking. There is an
excellent balance of theoretical background and case study
examples which would make this a relevant and practical text for
both students and early years professionals.'- Mary-Louise
Maynes, Lecturer in Early Childhood Studies, Bishop Grosseteste
University Providing clear guidance on how to develop early
literacy, this book offers support with the planning and teaching
of this vital aspect of the curriculum using innovative and exciting
methods. Linking theory with practice, topics covered include:
babies and very early communication the importance of role play
corners outdoor learning and literacy how rhyme and repetition
help to develop literacy teaching literacy to children who have
English as an Additional Language (EAL) literacy and diversity
using picture books to develop literacy supporting transitions
different approaches to the teaching of phonics and early reading.
Each chapter has learning objectives, case studies featuring
younger and older children from the Birth to 8 age range, a
summary and suggested Further Reading. This text is essential
reading for those on Early Childhood Studies, Early Years,
Primary PGCE and Early Years teacher education courses.
Virginia Bower is Senior Lecturer at Canterbury Christ Church
University.
The SAGE Handbook of Human Rights Jun 24 2022 The SAGE
Handbook of Human Rights will comprise a two volume set
consisting of more than 50 original chapters that clarify and
analyze human rights issues of both contemporary and future
importance. The Handbook will take an inter-disciplinary
approach, combining work in such traditional fields as law,
political science and philosophy with such non-traditional subjects
as climate change, demography, economics, geography, urban
studies, mass communication, and business and marketing. In
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which human rights has come to play a prominent role in popular
culture, and there will be a section on human rights in art, film,
music and literature. Not only will the Handbook provide a state
of the art analysis of the discipline that addresses the history and
development of human rights standards and its movements,
mechanisms and institutions, but it will seek to go beyond this
and produce a book that will help lead to prospective thinking.
Colonial Heritage and Urban Transformation in the Global
South Apr 29 2020 This book traces and analyses the role of
heritage in the urban transformation of the city of Cape Town. By
looking at discourses of heritage and urban design, the book
shows how Cape Town positions itself as an emerging global city
in the context of a series of global events. The book points at how
a heritage focus on the themes of post-colonial and post-apartheid
reconciliation, restitution and memory in the city shifts to a focus
on creativity, design and the arts. Thereby showing how
traumatic remnants of colonialism and apartheid are reframed as
“design challenges”. Furthermore, it argues that the idea of a
transformed society is projected into a future time and the chaotic
present everyday life is left to its own devices. Against this
backdrop, the book lays out the opportunities for epistemological
reset and decolonial reflection on the city’s deep histories, its
embedded injustices and traumas that surfaced.
Critical Thinking Jan 27 2020 "Critical Thinking: A Methodology
for Interpreting Information 'deconstructs' common errors in
thinking and teaches students to become smarter consumers of
research results. Written to complement a textbook or a
collection of readings, this brief methods book strengthens
students' ability to interpret information whenever and wherever
data are used. It includes a wide range of examples along with
end of chapter exercises for further discussion. This book will be
a coursebook for the undergraduate social science courses where
critical thinking, numeracy, and data literacy are common
Download File
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The First Kingdom Dec 06 2020 The bestselling author of The
King in the North turns his attention to the obscure era of British
history known as 'the age of Arthur'. Somewhere in the shadow
time between the departure of the Roman legions in the early
fifth century and the arrival in Kent of Augustine's Christian
mission at the end of the sixth, the kingdoms of Early Medieval
Britain were formed. But by whom? And out of what? In The First
Kingdom, Max Adams scrutinizes the narrative of this period
handed down to us by later historians and chroniclers. Stripping
away the more lurid claims made for a warrior-hero named
Arthur, he synthesises the research carried out over the last forty
years to tease out the strands of reality from the myth. He reveals
how archaeology has delivered evidence of a diverse and dynamic
response to Britain's new-found independence, of material and
intellectual trade between the Atlantic islands and the rest of
Europe, and of the environmental context of those centuries. A
skilfully wrought and intellectually probing investigation of the
most mysterious epoch in our history, The First Kingdom presents
an image of post-Roman Britain whose resolution is high enough
to show the emergence of distinct political structures in the sixth
century – polities that survive long enough to be embedded in the
medieval landscape, recorded in the lines of river, road and
watershed, and memorialised in place names. PRAISE FOR MAX
ADAMS: 'A triumph. The most gripping portrait of seventhcentury Britain that I have read ... A Game of Thrones in the Dark
Ages' Tom Holland in The Times on The King in the North
'Gripping, hugely enjoyable and deeply scholarly' History Today,
Books of the Year, on The King in the North 'Brilliantly combines
history and archaeological research ... A compelling read' The
Lady on Ælfred's Britain
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